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Exploring the future of town development on Maryland’s Eastern Shore, this 
thesis confronts the pattern of sprawling suburban expansion by offering an alternative 
masterplan of compact, limited development for the historic town of Chesapeake City.
In addition to proposing a comprehensive strategy for managing future growth in 
the region, this project actively engages the local discourse surrounding the Chesapeake 
Country National Scenic Byway, asserting Chesapeake City’s position as the northern 
gateway to the Chesapeake Bay and Maryland’s Eastern Shore.
By reconnecting the town to the Scenic Byway and strengthening the town’s 
presence on the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, the project augments the town’s 
access to the recreational and tourist opportunities of the northern Chesapeake region.  
Furthermore the project proposes a carefully woven network of neighborhoods and 
districts, promoting a diverse, livable community.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Over the next twenty-fi ve years, signifi cant growth is expected along Maryland’s 
Eastern Shore as development expands across the Chesapeake Bay from Washington, 
D.C., Baltimore and Annapolis to the south and Elkton, Maryland, and Wilmington and 
Newark, Delaware, to the north.  According to the Maryland Department of Planning, a 
25% population increase is anticipated throughout Maryland by the year 2030, and a 65% 
increase in Cecil County.  With such signifi cant population growth, it is inevitable that 
questions of new development will become increasingly important to the small towns 
along the Eastern Shore1.
This thesis explores the question of town development in the context of signifi cant 
anticipated population growth.  Using the town of Chesapeake City on Maryland’s 
northern Eastern Shore as a case study, this project proposes a masterplan of new town 
growth around an existing historic core.
As a secondary inquiry, this project explores the identity of place and the process 
of placemaking at the urban scale.
1 Maryland Department of Planning.  (Retrieved 2009, May 15).  “Historical and Projected Total 
Population for Maryland’s Jurisdictions.”  < http://www.mdp.state.md.us/msdc/>.
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Chapter 2:  A Brief History of Chesapeake City
The story of Chesapeake City begins with the Chesapeake and Delaware (C & 
D) Canal.  As early as the 17th century, settlers on the northern end of the Delmarva 
Peninsula recognized the need for a waterway linking the Chesapeake Bay and the 
Delaware Bay. The shipping of goods from Philadelphia and the towns along the 
Delaware River to Baltimore and the towns of the upper Chesapeake Bay required either 
a lengthy trip around the southern end of the Delmarva Peninsula or transport across 
land.  Several surveys of possible water routes were performed in the 1760s and 1790s, 
ultimately leading to the selection of Back Creek as the Chesapeake Bay tributary to be 
linked to the Delaware Bay2.
In 1802 the Maryland, Delaware, and Pennsylvania state legislatures chartered 
the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal Company to construct the canal.  Benjamin Latrobe, 
the architect of the United States Capitol often hailed as the “Father of American 
Architecture,” served as the chief engineer for the project.
Changes in elevation across the peninsula necessitated the installation of a series 
of locks, including a pair at the small farming village of Bohemia on the banks of Back 
Creek.  In 1829 after several delays and just a few years before the completion of the 
more well-known Erie Canal in New York, the fourteen mile C & D Canal was completed 
linking the upper Chesapeake Bay with the lower Delaware River.  The project’s $2.25 
million construction cost made it one of the most expensive canal projects of its time3.
With a canal stopping point at the westernmost pair of locks along the Canal, 
Bohemia Village quickly grew into a thriving port, and was shortly renamed Chesapeake 
City.  As ships stopped to pass through the locks, Chesapeake City became a natural 
2 United States Army Corps of Engineers.  (Retrieved 2008, October 26).  “The Chesapeake & 
Delaware Canal.”  < http://www.nap.usace.army.mil/sb/c&d.htm>.
3 United States Army Corps of Engineers. “The Chesapeake & Delaware Canal.”
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Fig. 1:  Aerial of Delmarva Peninsula
4
Fig. 2:  Diagram of shipping lanes
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Fig. 4:  Routes surveyed for canal
Fig. 3:  Detail aerial of C & D Canal
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Fig. 5:  Existing fi gure ground and topographic map
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point of trade.  A privately owned and operated enterprise, the C & D Canal Company 
imposed a toll on shipping, and in the early years, required captains to contract with mule 
skinners for towing along the canal4.  Thus an industry of shipping-related services and 
commercial trade fl ourished in Chesapeake City and along the canal.
In 1906 President Theodore Roosevelt began to consider converting the canal 
into a “free and open waterway”5.  In 1919 the federal government acquired the canal 
from the original private development company, assigning operation and maintenance 
responsibilities to the Corps of Engineers.  Today the Corps of Engineers’ canal and 
highway bridge operations headquarters is located in Chesapeake City on the narrow 
peninsula between the canal and Back Creek.
By 1927 the locks were removed and the canal was converted to a sea-level 
operation.  For Chesapeake City the removal of its locks marked the beginning of a 
slow decline in its relevance as a trading port.  Between 1935 and the mid-1970s the 
canal underwent a series of expansions growing from 12 feet deep and 90 feet wide 
in 1927 to its current size of 450 feet wide and 35 feet deep6.  With each successive 
widening, the canal served larger and larger ships traveling to the larger ports of 
Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Norfolk, and reinforcing the town’s decline as a point of 
trade.  The canal expansion also further divided the north and south sides of Chesapeake 
City.  Whereas during the town’s heyday the two settlements existed as one community 
connected across the canal by a small drawbridge, today the two sides exist as two 
distinct districts.
Even with the series of expansions, the increased traffi c of large ships strained 
the capacity of the canal, leading to numerous ship collisions with bridges.  Following 
its destruction due to a ship collision in 1942, the vertical-lift bridge at Chesapeake City 
was replaced by a high-level steel tied-arch bridge in 19487.  Due to its high elevation, the 
4 United States Army Corps of Engineers. “The Chesapeake & Delaware Canal.”
5 United States Army Corps of Engineers. “The Chesapeake & Delaware Canal.”
6 United States Army Corps of Engineers. “The Chesapeake & Delaware Canal.”
7 Chesapeake City.  (Retrieved 2008, October 26).  “Brief History of Our Town.”  < http://www.
chesapeakecity.com/history.php>.
8
bridge lands at grade well south of the southern community and well north of the northern 
community.  By bypassing both the north and south districts of Chesapeake City, the 
new bridge reinforced the separation of the two halves and their isolation from regional 
commercial activity.
In the 1960s, a number of residents, concerned by the declining relevancy of the 
town and the erosion of the town’s heritage, began to take action.  Many visitors and 
passers-by looking down from the bridge admired the picturesque and quaint tranquility 
of the town.  Recognizing an opportunity, residents promoted an initiative to preserve 
the town’s historic legacy.  In 1966 the Old Lock Pump House, part of the obsolete canal 
lock operations, was listed on the National Register of Historic Places and followed in 
1974 by the South Chesapeake City Historic District8.  The town soon capitalized on 
this classifi cation, developing a new identity as a tourist destination for visitors seeking 
the cultural and recreational opportunities of the Delmarva Peninsula.  Buildings which 
had once housed commercial and trade businesses related to the canal became bed-and-
breakfast inns, restaurants, art studios, antique shops, and other tourist-centric enterprises.
8 National Register of Historic Places.  (Retrieved 2008 November 4, 2008).  “Old Lock Pump 
House.”  < http://www.nr.nps.gov/>.
Fig. 6:  Transformation of canal over time
9
Fig. 8:  The Chesapeake City Bridge provides a 135’-clear height to ships passing beneath
Fig. 7:  Today the canal carries 40% of all shipping into and out of the Port of Baltimore
10
Fig. 10:  The existng town street grid slips beneath the bridge
Fig. 9:  Chesapeake City Bridge at sunset
11
Fig. 12:  The historic core is populated by B&Bs, antique shops, art studios, and gift shops
Fig. 11:  Summer festivals provide opportunities for local artisans to market their work
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Chapter 3: Site Analysis - Natural Systems
Topography / Landforms
Chesapeake City sits on the Atlantic Coastal Plain Province at the northern 
end of the Delmarva Peninsula, a large peninsula extending south of the Elk River 
and separating the Chesapeake and Delaware Bay – Atlantic Ocean drainages.  The 
immediate context of Chesapeake City at the neck of the peninsula is described by the 
Maryland Geological Survey as “an upland surface of very low relief that occupies an 
axial position along the Delmarva Peninsula, thus forming the poorly defi ned drainage 
divide between the Chesapeake Bay and Delaware Bay”9.
At a more detailed level, the area of Chesapeake City and the C&D Canal is a 
mix of natural and man-made landforms.  In its pristine condition, the site of the town 
consisted of a fl ood plain along the edge of Back Creek with low-relief peninsular ridges 
forming the edge of the plain.  However, the digging of the Canal and its continued 
maintenance for nearly two hundred years has left a lasting imprint on the land.  Large 
9 Maryland Department of Natural Resources.  (Retrieved 2009, May 12).  “Physiographic Map of 
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Explanation of the 6-digit numbers
Each Province, Section, Region, District, and Area has been
assigned a six-digit number for identification.  These numbers are
intended to help keep track of the hierarchical organization of the
physiographic subdivisions.  Of the six digits, the first (reading left
to right) represents a Province, the second represents a Section, the
third a Region, the fourth a District, and the last two an Area:         
Province (e.g., 300000 = Blue Ridge
Province)                                            
P00000 1st digit:
Section (e.g., 310000 = Northern
Section of the Blue Ridge Province)  
PS0000 2nd digit:
PSR000 3rd digit: Region (e.g., 313000 = Middletown
Valley Region)                                   
PSRD00 4th digit: District  (e.g., 313200 = Southern
Middletown Valley District)              
PSRDAA 5th & 6th: Area (e.g., 313201 = Catoctin Creek
Gorge Area)                                        
In the simplest scheme, an Area is part of a District; a District is
part of a Region; a Region is part of a Section; and a Section is part
of a Province.                                                                                        
The total of all Provinces, Sections, Regions, Districts, and Areas
in Maryland is about 150.  Of those, about 115 appear on the map
as discrete units bearing six-digit numbers.                                          
For more information about the numbering scheme utilized on this
map, see the accompanying report.  That report also contains more
details about all 150 physiographic units.                                             
Legend
County Boundary
! ! ! ! ! ! Maryland State Boundary
Hydrological Features
Province Boundary
Use Constraints:  These data represent the results of data collection/processing for a
specific Department of Natural Resources, Maryland Geological Survey activity and
indicate general existing conditions.  As such, they are only valid for the intended use,
content, time, and accuracy specifications.  The user is responsible for the results of any
application of the data for other than their intended purpose.  Neither the licensor, nor the
owner of these data makes any warranty, expressed or implied, as to the use or
appropriateness of the licensed data, and there are no warranties of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose of use.  The Maryland Geological Survey makes no
representation to the accuracy or completeness of the data and may not be held liable for
human error or defect.  Data are only valid at   1:100,000 scale or smaller.  Data should
not be used at a scale greater than 1:100,000 (i.e., enlarged).                                               
Acknowledgements:  This physiographic map was funded in part by the Department of
Natural Resources, Chesapeake and Coastal Watershed Service.  The views and
conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not be
interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies, either expressed or implied, of
the Maryland Department of Natural Resources.                                                                   
Physiographic field mapping was completed in 1999 at a scale of 1:62,500 or, in some
cases, 1:24,000.   The physiographic map was compiled at 1:100,000 by the lead author
and in digital form at 1:250,000 by Catherine Garcia, Jaime Alvarez, and Mary Valentino
of Towson University, Center for Geographic Information Sciences.  The authors are
solely responsible for the map’s content.                                                                               
The facilities and services of the Maryland Department of Natural Resources are
available to all without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age,
national origin or physical or mental disability.                                                                    
Published September 2008
Version:  MDPHYS2003.2 
dissected plain and incised meandering streams developed on shale.
Copies of this map are available 
in PDF form ONLY 
online from the
MARYLAND GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
2300 Saint Paul Street




This file is protected by an end user license agreement.  The file may be downloaded, viewed and/or printed.  The file may not be redistributed, copied, digitized or reverse engineered.
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A relic of the Ice Age, a sphagnum and boreal forest
bog nestled in a highland frost pocket.                         
112702. Cranesville Swamp Area.
       
Steep-sided, asymmetric V-shaped gorge, the east
side being higher and steeper than the west side.
Occupied by a reservoir downstream of the town of
Friendsville.                                                                  
112701. Youghiogheny Gorge Area.
112700. Youghiogheny Highlands District.
Dissected plateau; virtually all the land surface is in slopes,
typically >8 degrees and commonly >12 degrees. District is
bisected into two unequal parts by the Youghiogheny River
Gorge.                                                                                      
(anticlinal valley), more dissected that Grantsville District
or Youghiogheny Highlands.                                                   
              112600. Accident District.  Breached anticline
drained   marshy  area,   marked  as  much  by  the
presence of peat as by standing water.                         
112501. The Glades Area.     Poorly
valley underlain by Allegheny and Conemaugh Formations;
markedly less dissected than adjacent Avilton District.          
         112500. Grantsville District.  A  broad synclinal
valley along the axis of a breached anticline;
relatively flat to low, rolling hills within the valley.     
         112402. Pleasant Valley Area.  Upland
anticlinal valley.  Topography markedly less rugged with
gentler slopes than that of the Avilton and Accident Districts
on either side.                                                                           
112400. Oakland District.  Moderately dissected
Steep-sided V-shaped gorge with incised meanders,
but little or no flood plain.  Gorge is parallel to
structural and lithologic strike.  Includes co-linear
Crabtree Creek.                                                             
112301. Upper Savage Gorge Area.
anticlinal valley.  Topography markedly steeper, more
intricately dissected than that of the Oakland District.            
 112300. Avilton District.      Well-dissected
112201. Lower Savage Gorge Area.
Steep-sided V-shaped gorge with incised meanders,
but little or no flood plain.  Gorge is transverse to
structural and lithologic strike.                                     
dissected upland synclinal valley; underlain by coal beds.      
112200. Frostburg District.   Moderately
moderately dissected cuesta-like escarpment possessing a
crest of basal Pennsylvanian sandstone; about mid-slope
there is a "step" or bench called the Foreknobs that is
underlain by basal Mississippian sandstone.                           
112100. Allegheny Front District.      A
produces both synclinal and anticlinal valleys bounded by
homoclinal ridges.                                                                              
112000. Allegheny High Plateau Region.   Erosion  of  the  folds
111000. Chesapeake Gorges Region.  Generally   steep-sided
gorge coinciding  with the  Potomac River valley;  in some places
parallel to regional geologic structure, in other places transverse to
structure.                                                                           
110000. Allegheny Mountain Section.  Wide  ridges  separated  by
broad valleys; plunge  direction on  broad  folds  produces  topographic
basins (“canoe” -shaped valleys).                               
Generally steep-sided gorge of the Potomac River; tends to
parallel the regional strike of bedrock geologic structure; in
its lower reach, transverse to strike.                                        
         111100. Upper Potomac Gorge District.
                     
Plateau of moderately to thoroughly dissected roughly horizontal sedimentary
rock; elevations rise from west to east; landscape varies with Section.                   
APPALACHIAN PLATEAUS PROVINCE
100000.
Long, narrow strike valley floored by the Greenbrier
Limestone.                                              
112401. White Meadow Run Area.
      
between a series of low ridges (Waynesboro District)
on the west and the base of South Mountain on the
east.  Sinkholes and caves fairly common.  Eastern
side is covered in many places by mountain wash and
colluvium from South Mountain.                                  
        224201. Keedysville Area.    Broad plain
rolling plain with low NNE-oriented ridges that are due to
relatively resistant beds within the Elbrook Limestone, the
Tomstown Formation, and upper part of the Waynesboro
Formation.  Thick colluvial cover adjacent to South
Mountain.                                                                                
         224200. Waynesboro District.     A dissected
        
gently rolling karstic plain underlain by limestones and
dolomites (Beekmantown and Conococheague limestones).
Pinnacle karst and sinkholes are fairly common.  Limestone
outcrops common to abundant; residuum of variable
thickness.                                                                                 
        224100. Charles Town District.  Broad, open,
two Districts: the Charlestown District, a gently rolling
karstic landscape, and the Waynesboro District, a dissected
rolling plain with low NNE-oriented ridges.  Extends into
Pennsylvania and into Virginia.                                                        
224000. Hagerstown Region. Gently rolling terrain consisting of
       
moderate relief, less than in adjacent Districts.  Some karst
features, but not abundant, except in the belt of
Chambersburg Limestone on the east side.  Limestone
outcrops (pinnacle karst) common to abundant; residuum of
variable thickness.                                                                   
        222200. Spickler Plain District.    Plain  of
222100. Clear Spring Foothills District.       
Transitional between the steep ridges of the Bear Pond Mtns
to the west and the limestone valley to the east, as
topography grades from fairly gentle slopes covered by
colluvial fans and aprons to rolling floor of limestone
valley.                                                                                      
anticline (anticlinal valley) exposing Martinsburg
Shale in valley floor and surrounding footslopes, with
the steeper (15-20 degrees) upper sideslopes
underlain by Martinsburg and Juniata Formations.      
         218001. Blairs Valley Area.    Breached
        218000. Bear Pond Mountains Region.     Ridge-
dominant, differing from other ridge-dominant regions by its
discontinuous ridges, plunging folds, reverse faults, and narrow,
irregular valleys.  Seven of nine hills or ridges are held up by
Tuscarora Sandstone, and two by Oriskany Sandstone.                     
         217000. Licking Creek Valley Region.   Alternating,      
strike-aligned, low hills and valleys.  Ridge crests are the lowest of
the Section, averaging 740 feet elevation and only 150 feet in
height.  Low ridges capped by sandstones of the Hampshire and
the Mahantango Formations.                                                             
well-dissected with seven ridges of varying height.                         
 216000. Hancock Ridges Region.   Ridge-dominant;
well-dissected with no prominent ridges.  Three small ridges
(Anthony, Sorrell and Big Ridge) average 250 ft in height.  Most
prominent  physiographic feature is the Potomac River, which here
exhibits large incised meanders.                                                        
         215000. Paw Paw Valley Region.  Valley-dominant;
belt made up of two sandstone ridges with intervening shale valley.
Well-dissected with most of land in slope.  Slopes generally 15-20
degrees.                                                                                              
214000. Town Hill Region.     Comparatively narrow
sided gorge, most slopes >15 degrees, some >20 degrees;
cliffs common; limited flood plain; incised meanders;
several levels of discontinuous terraces common.  Gorge
depth decreases downstream from 400-800 ft. to 150-250 ft. 
         211100. Upper Potomac Gorge District.  Steep- 
sided gorge and broader, shallower, but still steep-sided, valley
with some flood plain development.                                                
211000. Chesapeake Gorges Region.  Varies between a steep-
                                                                  
An "accordion-like" topography composed of alternating, subparallel ridges and
valleys resulting from differential erosion of various folded and faulted
lithologies.                                                                                                                
RIDGE AND VALLEY PROVINCE
200000.
dominate over valleys.  Well-dissected folded terrane with most of
Region in slopes, generally >15 degrees.  Most (9 of 11) ridges are
anticlinal; 2 are homoclinal.  Average ridge height 630 ft.  Narrow
valleys underlain by shales.                                                               
 212000. Cumberland Ridges Region.  Ridges seem to
213000. Town Creek Valley Region.    Well-dissected,
rolling to hilly region, but generally lacking high ridges--with most
(except Polish Mtn) averaging less than half the height of those
in other parts of the Ridge and Valley.  Region lies in the rain
shadow of the Allegheny Front.                     
footslopes of Fairview and Powell Mountains merge with the
rolling floor of the Hagerstown Valley.  Limestone outcrops
common throughout.                                                    
222000. Mercersburg Region. Gently sloping colluvium-covered
     
The Potomac River crosses relatively non-resistant
carbonates and occupies a well-defined, but narrow flood
plain flanked by bluffs 80 to 120 ft. high.  Incised meanders
and discontinuous terraces 100 ft. above river level are 
common.                                                             
221100. Upper Potomac Floodplain District.
210000. Folded Appalachian Mountains Section.        Alternating,
subparallel ridges and valleys; generally increase in elevation east to west;
relative spacing and width of ridges and valleys relate to fold
wavelength and amplitude and to attitude, thickness and erosional
resistance of the rocks.                                                       
relatively non-resistant carbonates and occupies a well-defined, but
narrow flood plain flanked by bluffs 80 to 120 ft. high.  Incised
meanders and discontinuous terraces 100 ft. above river level are
common.
221000. Chesapeake Gorges Region. The Potomac River crosses
developed  on carbonate rocks; contains both bare and covered karst,
characterized by pinnacle karst, numerous sinkholes, caves and subsurface
drainage.
220000. Great Valley Section.   A  broad,  gently  rolling  lowland
      
Maryland, this District coincides with the Martinsburg
Dissected Plain Region, a dissected plain underlain mostly
by shale and occupied by the incised meander belt of
Conococheague Creek.                                                    
       223100. Conococheague Creek District.  In
223000. Martinsburg Dissected Plain Region.    Distinctive
300000.
                                                                         
In Maryland, the Province consists of two prominent ridges separated in the
southern half by the rolling to hilly Middletown Valley.                                         
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gorge with very limited flood plain development.                             
311000. Chesapeake Gorges Region.    Generally a steep-sided
    
sided gorge in quartzite at Elk Ridge and South Mtn; riffles
where Potomac flows over steeply dipping resistant beds;
river incised >100 ft with narrow, discontinuous flood plain
across granitic Middletown and Pleasant (Rohrersville)
Valleys.                                                                                   
            311100. Middle Potomac Gorge District. Steep-
      
prominent, north-trending ridges (South and Catoctin Mountains)
that merge northeastward into a single hilly to mountainous area.    
        312000. Catoctin-South Mountain Region.   Two
   
pronounced bench, or "step," along the eastern foot of
Catoctin Mountain from Point of Rocks to
Shookstown, west of Frederick.  In the vicinity of
Shookstown and Braddock Heights, two benches are
present.                                                 
         312001. Shookstown Bench Area.    A
hilly valley along the axis of the Blue Ridge between South Mtn
and Catoctin Mtn.  The valley rises in elevation northward from
the Potomac River, gradually merging with the South Mtn and
Catoctin Mtn highland.                                                                      
313000. Middletown Valley Region.  A moderately rolling to
313100. Upper Middletown Valley District.
Generally low, elongate hills aligned north-south impart a
parallel drainage pattern.                                                          
Moderately rolling valley floor; overall, has a bowl-shaped
transverse profile, punctuated by incised valley of Catoctin
Creek.                                                                                       
313200. Lower Middletown Valley District.
Lower part of Catoctin Creek, entrenched into a
steep-sided gorge cut into alluvium and bedrock.
Meanders fairly common with local flood plain
development, giving rise to alternating cross-
sectional asymmetry. Alluvium thickens downstream. 
313201. Catoctin Creek Gorge Area.
       
Ridge and Red Hill, plus a small valley (here, named the
Rohrersville Valley District) separating Elk Ridge from South
Mountain.  In Virginia, Elk Ridge becomes the dominant western
ridge of the Blue Ridge Province.                                                      
      314000. Elk Ridge Region.  A  ridge  complex  of  Elk
breached anticlinal valley eroded into Precambrian gneiss,
which is deeply weathered, and flanked mainly by quartzite
ridges on either side.                                                                
        314100. Rohrersville Valley District.    A
(South and Catoctin Mountains) that merge northeastward into a single
hilly to mountainous area.  In the southern part of the Section in
Maryland, a central valley (Middletown Valley) occurs along the fold
axis.                                                                             
310000. Northern Blue Ridge Section. Consists of two prominent ridges
   
intermontane valley in the hilly upland approximately
along the axis of the Blue Ridge.                                  
       312002. Harbaugh Valley Area.  An
        
Several small marble valleys around the west and
south sides of the Woodstock, Mayfield, and
Clarksville Gneiss Domes; these valleys are
surrounded by gentle slopes and rolling terrain that
blend imperceptibly with the rest of the Hampstead
Upland.                                                                          
422309. Clarksville Marble Valley Area.
        
upland area of generally low relief and underlain by
serpentinite; thin, nutrient-poor, droughty soil results
in a distinctive "barrens" vegetation.                            
        422307. Soldiers Delight Area.    An
         422306. Caves Valley Area.   A marble    
valley surrounded by low hills underlain by Loch
Raven Schist.  Alluvial/colluvial fans border the
valley.  Thick dolomite sand residuum.  Marble
pinnacles and corestones common.                              
                422305. Upper Gunpowder Falls Gorge
Area.  For most  of its length,  Gunpowder Falls  has
eroded    a    narrow,   steep-walled  valley    into   the
underlying    bedrock.       Occasional   rapids   and   a
restricted   flood   plain   are   common.      Sideslopes
usually >12  degrees  and  may  exceed  20  degrees.
         
NE-trending ridge underlain by the Peach Bottom
Slate and the Cardiff Metaconglomerate.                     
        422303. Slate Ridge Area.   Prominent
   
ridge underlain by the Rocks Metaconglomerate.
The Area is separated into two parts by Deer Creek
Gorge.                                                                           
         422302. Rocks Ridge Area.  Prominent
    
A narrow, steep-sided gorge; flood plain narrow to
absent; side slopes generally >12-15 degrees, often
>20 degrees.                                                                  
422301. Upper Deer Creek Gorge Area.
     
hilly uplands interrupted by steep-walled gorges.
Differential weathering of adjacent, contrasting lithologies
produces distinctive ridges, hills, barrens, and valleys.
Streams may have short segments of narrow, steep-sided
valleys.                                                                                     
         422300. Hampstead Upland District. Rolling to
      
characterized by a gently rolling to flat surface, quite similar
to that of the Bel Air District, except the eastern part of the
area is incised by the valleys of Gwynns Falls and Jones
Falls.                                                                                        
         422200. Pimlico Upland District.   An upland
422101. Lower Deer Creek Gorge Area.        
Steep-sided (>20 degrees) gorge; little or no flood
plain.                                                                              
     
characterized by gently rolling to flat surfaces, except for an
area in western Cecil County that is noticeably more
dissected and hilly because of its proximity to the
Susquehanna River and Octoraro Creek.                                 
         422100. Bel Air Upland District.  An upland
         
Potomac River flows across the Piedmont Upland Section in
a spectacular gorge marked by rapids, bedrock islands, and
very steep to vertical valley walls.                                           
        421100. Middle Potomac Gorge District.  The
very hilly topography, distinctive broad-bottomed valleys underlain by 
marble, and major streams incised into narrow, steep-sided valleys.            
420000. Piedmont Upland Section  A gently rolling terrain of low relief to
  
valley of low relief, punctuated with more than 1,000
sinkholes, but very few limestone caves.                                
        413100. Frederick Valley District. A carbonate
of low relief in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia.  Only 
one such valley, the Frederick Valley, is recognized in Maryland's
part of the Region.                                                                               
413000. Limestone Lowland Region. A series of carbonate valleys
         
Relatively flat to gently rolling surface; distinctive red soils;
diabase dikes for low ridges.  The District is the
physiographic, structural, and lithologic equivalent of the
Culpeper Lowland District.  Sinkholes common in
limestone conglomerate.                                                         
412100. Gettysburg Lowland District.
lowland; distinctive red soils; diabase dikes form low ridges.
Districts correspond to two Triassic rift basins, the Gettysburg
Basin, extending into Pennsylvania, and the Culpeper Basin,
extending into Virginia.                                                                      
412000. Mesozoic Lowland Region. Relatively flat to gently rolling
         
The Potomac River occupies a narrow flood plain, but has
not developed a meandering stream habit.  Several cobble-
veneered bedrock islands occupy much of the channel.          
411100. Middle Potomac Floodplain District.
410000. Piedmont Lowland Section.    A  valley  consisting  of  both  a
limestone valley and parts of two Mesozoic rift basins.                             
400000.
Mostly a broadly undulating to rolling topography underlain by metamorphic
rocks and whose relief is increased locally by low knobs or ridges and valleys.
On the west are lowlands developed either on Mesozoic clastics or early
Paleozoic carbonates.                                                                                              
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flat to gently rolling surface; distinctive red soils; diabase
dikes form low ridges.  The District is the physiographic,
structural, and lithologic equivalent of the Gettysburg
Lowland District.                                                                     
        412200. Culpeper Lowland District. Relatively
occupied by the Potomac and Susquehanna Rivers, both originating
in the Appalachian Plateaus Province.  In the Piedmont 
Upland these rivers flow in gorges characterized by steep sideslopes and
extensive cliffs.                                                        
421000. Chesapeake Gorges Region.  The Chesapeake Gorges are
upland to moderately hilly in places; distinctive landscape.  Districts
and Areas reflect contrasting lithologic and/or structural imprint
(e.g., broad-bottomed marble valleys, expanses of nearly flat upland,
and gneiss domes).                                                                          
422000. Harford Plateaus and Gorges Region.   A gently rolling
comprise the Region, those of the Potomac and Susquehanna Rivers,
both originating in the Appalachian Plateaus Province.  In the
Piedmont Lowland the Potomac occupies a well-defined flood plain.
411000. Chesapeake Gorges Region.      Two  major  gorges
Susquehanna crosses  the Piedmont Upland in a spectacular
gorge marked by rapids, bedrock islands, and very steep
(>25 degrees) to vertical valley walls.  Conowingo Dam at
U.S. 1 forms a large lake that has flooded the upper part
of the Gorge.                                                                            
        421200. Susquehanna Gorge District.   The
  
valley underlain by the Hydes Marble Member of the
Loch Raven Schist.  Alluvial/colluvial fans border
the valley; weathering of the marble has produced a
thick dolomite sand residuum that contains both
pinnacles and corestones.                                              
        422304. Hydes Valley Area.    A marble
422308. Upper Patapsco River Gorge         
Area. Relatively  narrow, steep-sided  gorge of  the
Patapsco  River upstream of the  Fall Zone,  including
the West and South Branches; sideslopes usually >12
degrees   and   in  places    >20     degrees.        Rapids
widespread throughout; flood plain narrow to absent. 
upland; herringbone texture due to interaction of thin
siltstones and quartzites with stream reaches controlled by
joints oblique to bedrock strike; streams often incised (e.g.,
Bennett, Little Bennett, Bush, Linganore, and Israel
Creeks).                                                                                   
       422400. Mt. Airy Upland District.    Rolling
    
several mafic and ultramafic bodies in the southern
part of the Hampstead Upland; the Area stands out
because it is less dissected and has broader, gentler
slopes than the surrounding upland.                             
        422310. Hunting Hill Area. The largest of
       
prominent, isolated hill (a monadnock).                      
        422401. Sugarloaf Mountain Area.    A
         
strike ridges made up of relatively resistant rock and
valley of relatively non-resistant rock along the
southwest side of the Mt. Airy Upland.  Compare
with Laurel Hill Area.                                                  
         422402. Lilypons Area.    NNE-trending
    
NNE-trending ridges (relatively resistant rock) along
the northwest side of the Mt. Airy Upland that are
separated by a valley (relatively non-resistant rock.
Compare with Lilypons Area.                                      
        422403. Laurel Hill Area.     A pair of
         
upland of low relief underlain by a felsic gneiss (Sykesville
Fm.).  Corestones and pinnacles common in the saprolite,
and corestones litter many fields.  The degree of dissection
is significantly less than in the adjacent District.                    
        422500. Glenwood Upland District.  A rolling
        
relatively narrow, steep-sided gorge that marks the
beginning of the gorge-like character of the valley of
the South Branch Patapsco River; side slopes are
commonly >12 degrees and in places >20 degrees;
flood plain is narrow to non-existent.                           
       422501. Patapsco River Gorge Area.  A
423000. Wakefield Valley and Ridge Region  A topographically and
structurally complex terrane underlain by polydeformed
metarhyolite, phyllitic metabasalt and quartzite, and bands of
marble; subdivided into three Districts based on differing lithologic
and structural imprints on topography.                                              
         423100. Dug Hill Ridge District. Characterized       
by a series of northeast-trending ridges and valleys, the most
prominent being Dug Hill Ridge.  Strath terraces occur
along the northwestern side from Bachman Mills to the
Maryland-Pennsylvania border.                                              
        423200. New Windsor Lowland District.   A    
series of curvilinear, broad-bottomed marble valleys, of
which Priestland and Wakefield Valleys are the largest.
Sinkholes common in marble valleys.                                     
grain and weathering impart a NE linearity of subdued
upland ridges.  Marble layers are thin, and their weathering
does not produce the distinctive marble valleys that occur in
the New Windsor Lowland and Timonium Valley Districts.  
         423300. Unionville Upland District.   Lithologic
        424000. Silver Run Region.   Rolling  upland  NW  of       
Silver Run; dissected upland S and E of Silver Run.  Quartzite and
conglomerate beds in phyllitic rocks underlie NE-trending ridges;
stream incision along NW-trending joints.  Parts of Big Pipe Creek
and Deep Run have cut gorges.                                                        
         
broad, open valley; strath terraces on NW side,
similar to valleys of the Timonium Valley District.
Chemical weathering of limestone results in the
distinctive valley form.                                                 
        424001. Silver Run Valley Area.    A
Chattolanee, and Towson Domes) comprise gently rolling uplands
underlain by Baltimore Gneiss, surrounded and separated by broad
marble valleys; a steep slope (Setters Formation) separates upland
from lowland.                                                                                     
425000. Phoenix Domes Region. Four gneiss domes (Phoenix, Texas,
        
interconnected, gently rolling to subdued hilly dome-like
uplands underlain mainly by Baltimore Gneiss, each more
or less surrounded by steep (>15 degrees) slopes typically
underlain by the Setters Formation (quartzite, schist).           
        425100. Chattolanee Upland District. Four
         
A steep-walled narrow gorge in three unequal
segments: the major one where the Gunpowder Falls
crosses the Phoenix Dome and two much shorter
segments where the river crosses the north ends of
the Texas Dome and the Towson Dome.                       
425102. Gunpowder Falls Gorge Area.
        425200. Timonium Valley District.   A broad       
flat-bottomed valley underlain by Cockeysville Marble.
Where the marble outcrop becomes narrow, the valley
disappears.  Chemical weathering of the marble produces a
distinctive dolomite sand and numerous pinnacles and
residual boulders.                                                                     
and unconsolidated Coastal Plain; many hilltops are capped
by Cretaceous gravels and sediments that thicken to SE; rivers
flow across the Region in steep-walled valleys incised into
crystalline rock.                                                                                  
426000. Fall Zone Region. Transition between crystalline Piedmont
       
between crystalline Piedmont and unconsolidated Coastal
Plain; many hilltops are capped by Cretaceous gravels and
sediments that thicken to SE; rivers flow across the Region
in steep-walled valleys incised into crystalline rock.              
       426100. Perry Hall Upland District.  Transition
426101. Gunpowder Falls Gorge Area.       
The Gunpowder Falls is incised into bedrock in a
steep-sided valley; sideslopes commonly >12 degrees
and in places >20 degrees; boulder-strewn channel;
the flood plain, where present, is narrow.                     
         425101. Western Run Area.  Located in         
the Phoenix Dome, an outlier of Loch Raven Schist
rests on Cockeysville Marble, creating a ridge
surrounded by a marble valley.  Along the ridge,
relief ranges from 100 to 200 feet.                                
                                                                                The
Patapsco River is incised into bedrock in a steep-
sided valley; sideslopes commonly >12 degrees and
in places >20 degrees; boulder-strewn channel; the
flood plain, where present, is narrow;  rapids are
common.                                                                        
426102. Patapsco Gorge Area.
        
A very gently sloping, terraced lowland of Pleistocene
estuarine deposits.  Three of the four terraces recognized in 
the Patuxent Estuary & Lowlands District are present here.
Maximum elevation decreases southward from about 40 to
20 feet.                                                                                     
512400. St. Jerome's Neck Lowlands District.
        
The Potomac River and its terraced lowlands and estuaries
extend from the Fall Zone to Point Lookout.  Drowned
rivers include Piscataway, Mattawoman, Nanjemoy, Port
Tobacco, Wicomico and St. Marys Rivers and St. Clements
and Breton Bays.                                                                     
512500. Potomac Estuary & Lowlands District.
relief surface consisting of low terraces, alluvium,
and artificial fill rises from about 30 ft. near the
Potomac to more than 100 ft. on the north side.
Much of the southern part of the Area had originally
been poorly drained and swampy.                               
        512501. Foggy Bottom Area.  This low-
        
of an ancestral Susquehanna River system; consists of the
body of water known as Chesapeake Bay and the sediments and
features on the Bay bottom; excludes most islands, flooded estuary
mouths, and other marginal water bodies.                                            
513000. Chesapeake Estuary Region.          The drowned valley
         
surface of very low relief  that occupies an axial position
along the Delmarva Peninsula, thus forming the poorly
defined drainage divide between the Chesapeake Bay and
Delaware Bay.                                                                         
       514100. Denton Plain District.     An upland
514101. Upper Choptank River Valley        
Area.    That part  of  the Choptank River valley that
extends inland into the Denton Plain upstream of the
more clearly estuarine part of the Choptank River.   
  
Largely swamp and marsh occupying the flood plain
of the lower reaches of the Pocomoke River within
the Princess Anne Lowland.                                         
514301. Lower Pocomoke River Area.
514500. Crisfield Islands and Marshes District.   
Discontinuous coastal salt marshes and low islands of
various sizes and shapes along the southwest shore of the
Delmarva Peninsula.                                                                
                                                                    The barrier
island system of Fenwick and Assateague Islands, which
includes barrier islands, back-barrier bays and lagoons
(Coastal Bays), fringing salt marsh, and tidal inlets.               
514600. Atlantic Bays and Barriers District.
         
Back-barrier bays or lagoons and fringing salt
marshes; greatly influenced by tides.                           
514603. Coastal Bays and Marshes Area.
      
swamp and marsh occupying the flood plain of the
Nanticoke River within the Princess Anne Lowland.   
      514302. Nanticoke River Area. Largely
              512502. Indian Head Area.   An isolated      
exposure, or inlier, of upland sediments (Park Hall
Fm.) rising above the surrounding lowlands; probably
an erosional remnant from the Waldorf Upland Plain.
514201. Upper Pocomoke River Area.         
Largely swamp and marsh occupying the flood plain
of the upper reaches of the Pocomoke River within
the Salisbury Plain.                                                      
      
lowland plain of very low relief (0 to 5 feet), little altered by
erosion; similar to the St. Michaels Lowland District.           
         514300. Princess Anne Lowland District.   A
         
lowland plain, little modified by erosion, with widespread
aeolian sand sheets and low-amplitude sand dunes, fluvial
sands, and marine back-barrier and lagoon muds.                  
514200. Salisbury Plain District.      Broad 
south of the Elk River and separating Chesapeake Bay and Delaware
Bay-Atlantic drainages; has grown by southward accretion during the
Neogene.  Consists of an axial “upland” bordered by a series of
lowlands.                                                                                
514000. Delmarva Peninsula Region. A large peninsula extending
       
with the sand dunes and beaches of the barrier
islands (Fenwick and Assateague).  Part of a series
of barrier beaches / barrier islands from New Jersey
to Georgia.                                                                    
        514602. Barrier Beaches Area. Coincident
   
distinct topographic drop marks the transition
between the Salisbury Plain and the lowlands
adjacent to the Coastal Bays; is most clearly
expressed to the south, becoming hummocky and
indistinct north of the town of Berlin and U.S. 50.      
         514601. Berlin Scarp Area.   A generally
          A relatively featureless lowland (mostly <50 ft
elevation) along the west-central shore of Chesapeake Bay;
it has a less irregular coastline than the Aberdeen Lowland
due to narrower mouths of the Magothy, Severn, South,
Rhode, and West Rivers.                                                          
512200. Annapolis Estuaries and Lowlands
District.
               Broad (4-5 miles) flat-bottomed valley flanked by
fluvial-estuarine terraces; main river channel approaches 2
miles in width, reflecting the estuarine nature of this reach of
the Patuxent River.                                                               
512300. Patuxent Estuaries and Lowlands
District.
     
Coastal lowland of very low relief,  including  salt marshes
and  low  estuarine  terraces  along  the  west-central shore
of the Delmarva Peninsula north of the Choptank River.        
514400. St. Michaels Lowland District.
District.
    
            A relatively featureless lowland (mostly <50 ft
elevation) along the NW shore of Chesapeake Bay. The
District has a very irregular coastline indented by the
flooded mouths of the Bush, Bird, Middle, Back and
Patapsco Rivers.                                                                      
512100. Aberdeen Estuaries and Lowlands
500000.
                                                
A seaward sloping plain extending from Cape Cod to the southern tip of Florida.
In Maryland, consists of a fairly flat to moderately rolling upland and an even
flatter lowland.                                                                                                         
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attributed to the drowning of river mouths and formation of barrier
islands associated with post-glacial sea-level rise.  Terrain is fairly
flat to moderately rolling; upland bounded by flat lowlands.                        
510000. Embayed Section.   Characterized by estuaries and embayments
surface underlain by Cretaceous to Pliocene sediments.  Markedly
higher elevations and greater relief than the Eastern Shore.
Fluvial and estuarine terraces flank the major drainages, most
notably the Patuxent River.                                                                 
511000. Western Shore Uplands Region.  A flat to rolling upland
     
elevations exceeding 200 feet, the peninsula is a prominent
feature dividing the drowned mouths of the Northeast and
Elk Rivers.  Cliffs with multiple slumps and landslides
characterize several miles along the NW shoreline above
Turkey Point.                                                                           
       511100. Elk Neck Peninsula District. With
        
An undulating upland with slopes typically <8 degrees,
transitional between the Waldorf Upland Plain and the
Prince Frederick Knobby Upland.                                           
511300. Glen Burnie Rolling Upland District.
       
Between the Fall Zone and the Chesapeake Bay, the
Patapsco River flows in a broad, largely drowned
valley of low relief.                                                      
511301. Lower Patapsco River Area.
     
In this Area, the Patuxent on the south and the Little
Patuxent on the north flow in well-defined flood
plains and exhibit numerous and convoluted
meanders.  (Note: similar to the Middle Patuxent
Valley Area, Crownsville Upland District.)                 
511302. Upper Patuxent Valley Area.
pronounced valley cut into the upland surface of
Southern Maryland; includes Quaternary alluvium
and Tertiary terraces adjacent to the main channel.     
         511303. Anacostia Valley Area.     A
     
undulating upland, fairly similar in appearance to, but
somewhat more dissected than the Glen Burnie Rolling
Upland District.                                                                       
        511400. Crownsville Upland District.     An
        
Near the boundary between the Glen Burnie Rolling
Upland and the Crownsville Upland, the Patuxent
and Little Patuxent join to flow in a single valley,
exhibiting a broad, well-defined flood plain and
intense meandering.                                                      
511401. Middle Patuxent Valley Area.
        
relatively flat upland surface comprised of alluvial plains
and fluvial-estuarine terraces that occupy the higher
elevations of Southern Maryland.  Stream incision creates
steep-sided valleys.  Much of the upland soils contain a
fragipan.                                                                                   
        511500. Waldorf Upland Plain District.    A
        511501. Piscataway Creek Area. The         
inland extension of the drowned mouth of Piscataway
Creek above tidewater; valley is typically sediment-
choked; much of the flood plain is marshy; valley
sides are generally blanketed by fluvial-estuarine
terraces.                                                                        
       
inland extension of the drowned mouth of
Mattawoman Creek above tidewater; valley is
typically sediment-choked; much of the flood plain is
marshy; valley sides are generally blanketed by
fluvial-estuarine terraces.                                             
         511502. Mattawoman Creek Area.   The
inland extension of the drowned mouth of Port
Tobacco River above tidewater; valley is typically
sediment-choked; much of the flood plain is marshy;
valley sides are generally blanketed by fluvial-
estuarine terraces.                                                         
       511503. Port Tobacco Creek Area.  The
Downstream of the confluence with Western Branch,
the valley and channel of the Patuxent markedly
widen and include several broad, shallow "bays"
(e.g., Jug Bay) alternating with fringing marshes and
a markedly constricted but meandering channel.         
511601. Lower Patuxent Valley Area.
and an eroding shoreline made up of mainly Miocene
marine strata.  Cliff retreat is primarily by mass
wasting.  With exceptions at Long Beach and Cove
Point, there is little or no beach along nearly the
entire length of the cliffs.                                              
         511602. Calvert Cliffs Area.   High cliffs
(generally below 50-ft. elevation) fluvial and estuarine terraces, beaches,
and drowned river mouths that fringe the Western Shore Uplands; 
the Region extends some distance up the valleys of the Potomac 
and Patuxent Rivers.                                     
512000. Western Shore Lowlands Region.      A series of low
                 511600. Prince Frederick Knobby Upland
District.              Moderately to well-dissected upland with numerous
hillocks, in large part occupying in interfluve between
Patuxent and Chesapeake watersheds. Stands in stark
contrast to the gently rolling Glen Burnie surface and the
relatively flat Waldorf surface.                                              
        
Between the Fall Zone and the Chesapeake Bay, the
Gunpowder River flows in a broad, largely drowned
valley of low relief.                                                      
511201. Lower Gunpowder River Area.
511504. Zekiah-Gilbert Swamps Area.
The inland extension of the drowned mouth of the
Wicomico River via Zekiah Swamp and Gilbert
Swamp; valley is typically sediment-choked, marshy,
and densely vegetated; valley sides are generally
blanketed by fluvial-estuarine terraces.                        
        511101. Grays Hill Area.    An erosional        
inlier of the Piedmont, surrounded by Coastal Plain
sediments; Grays Hills is one of three hills to
protrude through the sediment cover near Elkton
(also see nearby Iron Hill and Chestnut Hill in
Delaware).                                                                     
        511200. Middle River Lowland District.   A      
narrow (1-5 miles), gently rolling to nearly flat transition
between the Fall Zone Region and the Aberdeen Lowlands
District.  The District is segmented by the drowned mouths
of the Gunpowder, Bird, and Back Rivers.                            
Fig. 13:  Chesapeake City sits on the Atlantic
              Coastal Plain Province
Source: MD Dept. of Natural Resources
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levees formed from soil removed during the original Canal construction, its successive 
expansions, and periodic dredging fl ank the edges of the Canal.  Numerous soil deposit 
sites designated for future dredging material line the Canal, including two large sites 
forming the eastern and western borders of South Chesapeake City.








Typical of the Coastal Plain region, the area around Chesapeake City is marked 
by numerous small freshwater streams feeding larger creeks and rivers and ultimately 
emptying into the brackish water of the Chesapeake Bay.  A marshy creek to the west of 
north Chesapeake City wraps around the town to the north and drains much of the area 
on the north side of the canal.  Back Creek, a tributary of the Elk River and the primary 
natural water body of the site, drains the area surrounding south Chesapeake City.  At the 
intersection of the canal and the waters of Back Creek, a small basin has been formed to 
offer anchorage for small boats and pleasure-craft visiting south Chesapeake City.  
As the largest water body cutting across the narrowest point of the peninsula, 
Back Creek offered an ideal access point for the canal.  The removal of the canal locks 
in the 1920s and its opening to sea level allowed the waters of the Chesapeake and 
Delaware Bays to mix.  Due to differences in the tides of the two bays, the water fl ow in 
the canal reverses direction with each change in the tides.  The typical tidal range of the 
canal at Chesapeake City is 2.6 feet10.
Vegetation
A still sparsely populated region traversed by shallow stream valleys, the upper 
Delmarva Peninsula is characterized by large agricultural fi elds divided by dense riparian 
zones lining the streams.  These riparian zones play a crucial role in maintaining the 
health of the Chesapeake Bay and the region’s water resources.  In addition to creating 
wildlife habitats which contribute to biodiversity, they act as natural buffers providing 
signifi cant erosion control as well as pollution control through biofi ltration11.  Back 
Creek, including its small tributary to the south and east of Chesapeake City’s historic 
district, is shrouded by riparian vegetation.  The small marsh to the east of the historic 
10 United States Army Corps of Engineers.  (Retrieved 2009, January 4).  “Inland Waterway Chesa-
peake & Delaware Canal: Rules & Regulations.”  < http://www.nap.usace.army.mil/sb/C&D_Canal_Rules.
pdf>.
11 Maryland Department of Natural Resources.  (Retrieved 2009, May 12).  “Riparian Forest Buf-
fers.”  < http://www.dnr.state.md.us/forests/publications/buffers.html>.
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Fig. 16:  Dense riparian buffer zone surrounding marsh
Fig. 15:  Back Creek
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district, in particular, receives much of the runoff from the town, and therefore is an 
important buffer between the town and Back Creek.
The lands immediately bordering the canal, including the soil deposit sites, 
bear the evidence of the canal’s impact on the ecology of the area.  With the series of 
canal expansions and periodic dredging, the edges of the canal are characterized by 
early successional vegetation and only a limited amount of mature growth.  Many of 
these areas along the canal currently are of low value for wildlife and habitat; however, 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and local communities have become increasingly 
concerned with improving the ecological health of these sites12.  The U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers has recently conducted several studies to better understand the condition of the 
sites and to develop strategies for improvement.
Wildlife
The Chesapeake Bay is the largest estuary in the United States, and its calm, 
shallow waters are a haven for waterfowl and migratory birds.  Furthermore it sits along 
the Atlantic Flyway, one of four primary bird migration routes across North America.  
Numerous tributary migration routes spanning across much of Canada and the entire 
northeast United States converge at the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays, producing an 
enormous variety of species along the shores of the Delmarva Peninsula13.  The marshes 
and tidal wetlands of the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays and their tributaries offer 
excellent food, water, and cover for migratory birds.  The Chesapeake Bay serves as the 
winter home for nearly one million waterfowl each year, including tundra swans, Canada 
geese and a variety of ducks.  In addition it is home to a signifi cant number of bald 
eagles, and the world’s largest population of osprey14.
12 Andropogon.  January 26, 2006.  “Chesapeake and Delaware Canal Trail Concept Plan.”  <http://
www.nap.usace.army.mil/Projects/CD/index.htm>, 19.
13 North American Migration Flyways.  (Retrieved 2009, May 16).  “Atlantic Flyway.”  < http://
www.birdnature.com/fl yways.html>.
14 Chesapeake Bay Foundation.  (Retrieved 2009, May 16).  “Animals.”  < http://www.cbf.org>.
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Conservation efforts on the Delmarva Peninsula have produced numerous 
Wildlife Management Areas (WMAs), preserving valuable natural habitats in the region.  
At least six wildlife refuges, wildlife management areas, or managed hunting areas 
(MHAs) exist within fi ve miles of Chesapeake City.  Furthermore, much of the land along 
the canal, primarily federally-owned property, has been designated a wildlife refuge.  
The C & D Wildlife Refuge and the 400-acre Bethel MHA form the western and eastern 
borders of south Chesapeake City, respectively15.
Regional Parks / Recreational Networks
In addition to the many habitat preserves along the upper Delmarva Peninsula, 
Chesapeake City enjoys access to numerous parks and recreational networks.  Lums 
Pond State Park, fi ve miles east of Chesapeake City across the Delaware state line, is 
organized around a man-made lake formed when a small stream valley was dammed 
15 Maryland Department of Natural Resources.  (Retrieved 2009, January 5).  “Central Maryland 
WMAs.”  < http://www.dnr.state.md.us/wildlife/wmacentral.asp>.
Fig. 17:  The C & D Canal is marked as a potential greenway
(Image redacted)
Source: MD Dept. of Natural Resources
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during construction of the canal.  Combined with the canal wildlife refuge lands, Lums 
Pond is part of a “greenway” proposed by the Maryland and Delaware Departments of 
Natural Resources to extend along the full length of the canal16.  This proposed network 
would formalize and improve an extensive, but ad hoc network of pedestrian / bicycle / 
equestrian trails which have developed along the canal service roads.
 In addition to its position on the east-west greenway running along the 
canal, Chesapeake City lies along the East Coast Greenway, a developing network of 
long-distance, urban, shared-use trails linking twenty-fi ve major cities along the full 
length of the eastern seaboard17.
 Given its access to the waters of the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays and 
its proximity to numerous wildlife preserves and greenways, Chesapeake City is ideally 
situated for many recreational activities, including hiking, bicycling, kayaking, boating, 
fi shing, hunting, horseback riding, and nature observation among others.  
16 Maryland Department of Natural Resources.  (Retrieved 2009, January 6).  “Maryland Atlas of 
Greenways, Water Trails, and Green Infrastructure.”  < http://www.dnr.state.md.us/greenways/counties/ce-
cil.html>.
17 East Coast Greenway.  (Retrieved 2009, May 14).  “About the Greenway.”  < http://www.green-
way.org/about.php>.
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Fig. 18:  The East Coast Greenway
Rev. March 2008
2008





Chapter 4: Site Analysis - The Built Environment
Regional Road Networks
The upper Delmarva Peninsula is served by three primary highways running 
parallel down the peninsula: DE 1 down the eastern side, US 301 down the center, and 
MD 213 down the western side.  Chesapeake City lies along MD 213, a route recently 
designated a national scenic byway.  The Chesapeake Country National Scenic Byway, as 
it is called, in fact begins at Chesapeake City.
The Byway has several important characteristics distinguishing it from the two 
other regional highways on the upper Delmarva.  First of all, MD 301 and DE 1 are 
divided highways with two lanes in each direction separated by a 50’ median, while 
the Byway is a two lane highway with wide shoulders.  Secondly, while all three cross 
similar terrain over rural agricultural fi elds and through dense riparian corridors, the 
Byway has a unique relationship to the urbanism of the region.  As regional highways, 
MD 301 and DE 1 bypass each town, extending secondary roads to access the towns.  
The Byway, in contrast, intersects each signifi cant town along the western half of the 
peninsula, transitioning from a fast-moving open highway to a traditional “main street” 
fronted closely by houses and stores.  The experience of traveling along the Byway 
consequently is a rhythmic pattern of alternating rural open space and compact traditional 
towns.  In fact, the Byway organizes an entire network of small Eastern Shore towns 
extending from Chesapeake City in the north to Kent Island and the Chesapeake Bay 
Bridge in the south.  
 Ironically, the single exception to this pattern of town and country is 
Chesapeake City, the symbolic northern gateway to the Chesapeake Country National 
Scenic Byway.  Due to the height of the Chesapeake City Bridge and its landings well 
beyond the extents of the town, the Byway in effect bypasses the town.  Thus, despite 
symbolically occupying the gateway position, Chesapeake City maintains a severely 
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Fig. 19:  MD 213 (Scenice Byway) vs. US 301
MD 213 (Scenic Byway)
MD 213 (Scenic Byway)
US 301 (Regional Highway)
US 301 (Regional Highway)
Fig. 20:  Upper Delmarva regional highways
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Fig. 21:  The Chesapeake Country National Scenic Byway Source: www.kentcounty.com
(Image redacted)
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Fig. 22:  The Chesapeake Country National Scenic Byway Source: www.kentcounty.com
(Image redacted)
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Fig. 23:  The Chesapeake Country National Scenic Byway Source: www.kentcounty.com
(Image redacted)
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Fig. 24:  The Chesapeake Country National Scenic Byway Source: www.kentcounty.com
(Image redacted)
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Fig. 25:  The Chesapeake Country National Scenic Byway Source: www.kentcounty.com
(Image redacted)
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Fig. 26:  The Chesapeake Country National Scenic Byway Source: www.kentcounty.com
(Image redacted)
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Fig. 27:  The Chesapeake Country National Scenic Byway Source: www.kentcounty.com
(Image redacted)
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Fig. 29:  New Castle, Delaware
Fig. 28:  Chesapeake City, Maryland (existing)
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Fig. 31:  Denton, Maryland
Fig. 30:  Chestertown, Maryland
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limited presence on the Byway.  This incongruity between the symbolic and physical 
realities marks an important design opportunity.
Nevertheless, despite some inconsistencies, the Scenic Byway has proven to be 
a powerful organizational concept.  The local planning community is slowly coalescing 
around the notion of the Scenic Byway as a corridor of picturesque towns, historic 
sites, and wide-ranging recreational opportunities.  As part of the process of achieving 
designation as a Scenic Byway, an alliance of offi cials and planners from Cecil, Kent, and 
Queen Anne’s counties prepared a Corridor Management Plan, cataloguing the regions 
many natural, historical, and cultural resources and outlining objectives and strategies for 
enhancing the Byway.
Furthermore, the plan proposes an interpretive framework for understanding 
the region’s many historical and cultural assets, organizing the Byway’s sites and 
experiences into themes of “Life on the Water” and “Life on the Farm”18.  The framework 
appropriately organizes towns by their primary local economies: coastal villages 
developed around waterman, seafood pickers, and cannery workers and inland villages 
developed around distribution centers for agricultural goods19.  Of course, Chesapeake 
City, along with a few other key destinations along the Byway, developed both water and 
land-based economies.
Zoning / Regulations
The Cecil County Zoning Ordinance refl ects a strong desire to protect the natural 
resources of the region and to reinforce existing town development.  Strict limitations on 
development outside the immediate surrounds of Chesapeake City direct future growth 
towards the historic core and the southern edge of south Chesapeake City.  Zoning 
districts to the north and south of the town are intended to prevent premature urbanization 
18 Chesapeake Country Scenic Byway Alliance.  (Retrieved 2009, January 4).  “Corridor Manage-
ment Plan.”  < http://www.kentcounty.com/gov/planzone/byway-cmp.htm>, 7.
19 Chesapeake Country Scenic Byway Alliance.  “Corridor Management Plan,” 9.
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prior to planned public facilities20.
The Northern Agricultural-Residential District (NAR) north of the town restricts 
development to one dwelling unit per acre for minor subdivisions and one unit per ten 
acres for major subdivisions.  The Southern Agricultural-Residential District (SAR) south 
of the town is even more restrictive, limiting development to one unit per acre for minor 
subdivisions and one unit per twenty acres for major subdivisions.
Land immediately to the south of the town is zoned Town Residential, a district 
intended to encourage development compatible with the existing town so as to allow 
future extension of services and annexation by the town.  A maximum density of six 
dwelling units per acre as part of a Planned Unit Development is permitted within this 
zone.  Any proposed development in this zone is subject to review by Town offi cials in 
order to ensure compatibility with Town policies.  Just outside this district, a zone of 
Suburban Residential permits medium density residential development intended to act as 
a transitional zone between rural and development areas.  Within this district, a Planned 
20 Cecil County Department of Planning and Zoning.  Retrieved 2008, October 19).  “Cecil County 
Zoning Ordinance.”  < http://www.ccgov.org/dept_planning/docsforms.cfm>.
Fig. 32:  Cecil County Zoning Map Source: www.ccgov.org
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Unit Development may achieve a maximum density of four dwelling units per acre.
A small pocket of land straddling MD 213 (the Scenic Byway) has been zoned 
Business-General, permitting commercial uses and activities including retail, wholesale, 
and business intended to service an area of several local communities.
In addition to the Cecil County Zoning Ordinance, the state of Maryland imposes 
regulations on much of the immediate context of Chesapeake City.  The 1984 Critical 
Area Act restricts development of land within 1,000 feet of the Mean High Water Line of 
the Chesapeake Bay or its tributaries21.  Intended to protect wildlife habitats and the Bay’s 
water quality from runoff and pollutant discharge, the Act imposes strict regulations 
on impervious development, land clearing, and site runoff for any property within the 
Critical Area.  Within the context of the broad standard outlined by the state, each locality 
is charged with developing specifi c standards for its immediate area.  Land within the 
Critical Area boundary is to be further classifi ed by each locality into a tiered regulatory 
structure: Intensely Developed Areas (IDAs), Limited Development Areas (LDAs), and 
Resource Conservation Areas (RCAs).
According to the Cecil County Zoning Ordinance, development within IDAs is 
restricted in its land use and must achieve a 10% reduction in pre-development pollutant 
loadings.  Development within LDAs and RCAs is limited to a maximum of 15% 
impervious surfaces and prohibits any net loss in forested area.
Land Use
As the raison d’etre of the town of Chesapeake City has evolved over time, so 
has its land use.  Nevertheless, the town still refl ects a subtle organization and delicate 
balance between the public and private realms.  The town’s transformation in recent 
years into a tourist destination has led to the conversion of numerous homes into bed-
and-breakfast inns and live / work art studios.  These uses along with other commercial 
21 Department of Natural Resources.  (Retrieved 2009, January 13).  “Critical Area Commission for 
the Chesapeake and Atlantic Coastal Bays.”  < http://www.dnr.state.md.us/criticalarea/>.
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Fig. 33:  Land regulations
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uses are generally distributed along Bohemia Avenue, the town’s “main street,” and 
the northern end of George Street with the highest density of commercial development 
nearest the water.  The variety of shops, restaurants, and inns interspersed with private 
residences along Bohemia Avenue creates a lively, residentially-scaled streetscape.
Civic buildings, such as the town hall, the bank, and the town’s oldest church, are 
situated at the intersection of major cross streets.  An irregularly-shaped town green at 
the water’s edge serves as the primary public space for the town.  During busy summer 
months, this green, while generally well-scaled for the town, is often overwhelmed by 
visitors, making the waterfront rather claustrophobic during peak times.
An elementary school with associated playfi elds on the western side of the bridge 
piers provides a secondary, albeit somewhat disconnected, center for the community.
Fig. 34:  Existing Land Use diagram
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Fig. 36:  Densely-arranged single family detached houses are the primary housing type
Fig. 35:  Narrow alleys through  the blocks provide access to rear yards
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Fig. 37:  Partial Street Elevations - West Bohemia Avenue
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Fig. 38:  Partial Street Elevations - West Bohemia Avenue
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Local Street Network
The street network of the historic district is organized as a grid with two primary 
streets running perpendicular to the waterfront and three main cross streets.  A subtle 
hierarchy of the street system is developed through the manipulation of the street width, 
building setbacks, and street landscaping.  For example, Bohemia Avenue features 12-
15’ setbacks and is lined with mature sycamore trees, creating a lush, shaded avenue.  
George Street, on the other hand, has no street plantings and virtually no building 
setbacks, creating a very different experience than Bohemia Avenue.  Third Street, the 
only connector between the developments east and west of the bridge piers, expresses its 
hierarchy as the widest street in the town.
Typical blocks dimensions are approximately 210’ x 310’.  Comprised primarily 
of densely arranged single-family detached homes on narrow lots, typical blocks are 
served by a narrow alley running down the middle of the block.  Typical lot sizes range 
from 2500 sf to 6000 sf with an average lot coverage of 30% producing an average net 
density of approximately 12.5 dwelling units per acre.  Gross density for the historic 
district is approximately 7 dwelling units per acre.
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Fig. 39:  Comparative Street Sections
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Chapter 5: Architectural & Urban Design Theory
Regional Development
In his diagram of urban expansion Peter Calthorpe argues that new growth should 
be directed toward existing urban centers22.  Given the ecological sensitivity of the 
region, this is particularly appropriate to the upper Delmarva Peninsula which has seen 
signifi cant growth in recent years and anticipates much more.  The creep of sprawling, 
placeless suburban development southward from Elkton, Maryland and Newark, 
Delaware, has highlighted the need for a contemporary counterproposal demonstrating 
the value of compact development directed toward existing town centers. 
Moreover, the pattern of urbanism evident along the Chesapeake Country Scenic 
Byway corridor fi ts squarely in the discourse of town-and-country regional urban 
development.  Over the past century many architects and planners have written on the 
22 Duany, Andres; Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and Robert Alminana.  (2003).  The New Civic Art.  New 
York, NY: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., 25.
Fig. 40:  Diagram, Peter Calthorpe Fig. 41:  Diagram, Ebenezer Howard
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subject of the town-and-country pattern of urbanism.  Ebenezer Howard’s diagram of 
the “Three Magnets” has stood as a lasting polemic of the Garden City movement23.  His 
diagrams, and the later work of Raymond Unwin, characterize the town-and-country 
pattern as a clearly defi ned central city surrounded by relatively independent towns and 
villages.  The pattern of urbanism along the Chesapeake Country Scenic Byway corridor 
closely resembles these early garden city diagrams.
Neighborhood Structure
The diagrams of Duany Plater-Zyberk comparing Traditional Neighborhood 
Development (TND), Transit-Oriented Development (TOD), and Livable Neighborhood 
Development offer valuable lessons applicable to development explorations for the 
town of Chesapeake City.  The distribution of commercial zones at neighborhood edges 
enables the overlap of markets and gives businesses the greatest opportunity for success.  
The organization of the community into sub-communities with secondary neighborhood 
centers promotes walkability and social cohesion.  The Livable Neighborhood diagram 
offers a model particularly applicable to Chesapeake City in its attention to commercial 
development centered along a regional thoroughfare24.
23 Duany, 13-14.
24 Duany, 85.
Fig. 42:  Diagram, Duany Plater-Zyberk
Fig. 43:  Transect Diagram, Duany Plater-Zyberk
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Chapter 6: The Proposition
Objectives
There are several objectives for 
this project.  Over the next twenty-fi ve 
years signifi cant growth is anticipated in 
Maryland in general and on the Eastern 
Shore in particular.  Chesapeake City is in 
a prime position to receive much of this 
growth.  The fi rst objective therefore is to 
develop a masterplan for the future growth 
of the town as a counterproposal to the 
pattern of sprawling suburbs.
Secondly given Chesapeake City’s 
position as the northern gateway to the 
Chesapeake Country National Scenic 
Byway, this proposal intends to advance 
the dialogue surrounding the Scenic 
Byway, and in particular to enhance 
Chesapeake City as a gateway town.  By 
exploring future town development, this 
proposal investigates the implications 
of the Scenic Byway designation for 
individual towns.
Thirdly, in the process of creating 
a vision for the future of Chesapeake City, 
this proposal offers a precedent for the 
Fig. 46:  Proposed Masterplan
Fig. 45:  Unmanaged Growth
Fig. 44:  Existing Condition
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numerous other small historic towns along the Eastern Shore facing similar questions of 
fast-paced growth.
Strategies
The fundamental strategy for organizing future development and establishing 
Chesapeake City as a gateway is to reconnect the town to the major transportation 
networks.  In order to develop a powerful gateway experience, it is critical that 
Chesapeake City provide a clear entry point and threshold for the variety of modes of 
transportation by which the Byway is accessed.  Specifi cally, this demands the assertion 
of the town’s presence on MD 213, the enhancement of the town’s waterfront as an entry 
port, and active engagement with pedestrian and bicyclist networks along the canal.   By 
strengthening its connection to these regional transportation networks, the town reasserts 
its regional signifi cance and fi rmly establishes itself as the prime gateway to Chesapeake 
Country.
Secondly, new development must be organized within the framework of a 
carefully designed public realm.  An armature of infrastructure and public spaces 
combined with a complementary regulatory structure are critical to ensuring an orderly 
pattern of growth.  Furthermore, a range of building typologies, derived primarily from 
the existing context, will serve as guidelines for achieving a sensitive relationship to the 
historic district.
Fig. 47:  Aerial of proposed development from the north
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Parti
The fi rst major move of the proposal is the introduction of a new town center 
situated on the Byway, which accomplishes two key objectives.  Firstly, it restores the 
town’s presence on the Byway, anticipating the order of nodal points along a scenic 
rural route and establishing a more appropriate “gateway” experience.  Secondly it frees 
the town from some of the natural barriers which encircle the historic core, including 
wetlands and the Critical Area boundary.
 Since the town acts as a gateway not just for motorists but also for 
boaters, the second major move is the introduction of a limited amount of commercial 
development at the southern edge of the tidal basin organized around a new public space.  
In addition to capitalizing on the latent economic value of the tidal basin, this new plaza 
converts what is currently private property into public space, in effect returning the 
waterfront to the larger community.
The third primary move of the proposal is a sweeping boulevard linking all 
of the neighborhoods in a complete circuit.  Refl ecting the notion of community 
interconnectedness, the boulevard establishes a strong link between the historic district 
and the new town center, creating complementary neighborhoods within a larger cohesive 
community.
Town Center
The form of the new town center achieves several design objectives.  First of all, 
the circle slows traffi c and establishes Chesapeake City as a node along the Byway.  By 
dramatizing the intersection of the boulevard with the Byway, the circle gives prominence 
to the most direct route back to the waterfront and historic core.
Secondly, the linear green splits traffi c to either side which in concert with the 
circle slowing traffi c transforms the high-speed highway into a traditional town “main 
street” in the manner of the other towns along the Byway.  Thus the new town center 
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signals the urban pattern of the Byway while creating a pedestrian-friendly environment 
capable of serving as a neighborhood center.  Furthermore, the manipulation of the 
MD 213 road section eliminates the existing strip development, creating in its place a 
traditional pattern of commercial development fronting directly on the street.  Parking 
is accommodated as diagonal parking in front with additional space in rear or on cross 
streets instead of in large pools between the road and building.
 Thirdly, the town center creates usable public space organized into civic 
and commercial zones.  As the new symbolic gateway to the region, the circle is lined 
with civic and institutional uses.  The linear green, in contrast, is lined with two- and 
three-story commercial and retail development aimed primarily at residents of the town 
as a complement to the tourist-centric commercial development of the historic district.
Waterfront
The form of the tidal basin development is a response to the current 
claustrophobic experience around the waterfront, particularly during the busy summer 
months.  With limited space for arrival along the southern edge of the basin, the plaza 
establishes a strong waterfront gateway welcoming visitors from the canal.  Furthermore, 
the plaza acts as an anchor (opposite Pell Gardens at the existing town green) to 
new commercial development along the edge of the tidal basin.  Its irregular form is 
derived from the shape of the site’s topography which forms a natural bowl while also 
refl ecting the spirit of the plaza as a forum for impromptu gatherings, farmer’s markets, 
performances, and other cultural events.
The natural change in elevation of the land at the new waterfront plaza is 
utilized to organize program distribution in the two-story buildings forming the plaza.  
Pedestrian-friendly retail development is located on the lower level opening onto the 
plaza, thereby freeing the waterfront from signifi cant vehicular traffi c.  Parking-intensive 
businesses such as restaurants are arranged on the upper fl oors with parking lots in the 
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rear of the buildings.  Exterior decks on the plaza side provide seating with prime views 
of the tidal basin, Canal, and bridge.  
The Boulevard
The boulevard, in addition to binding the community together, organizes all of 
the public spaces in the community.  The boulevard provides an unbroken link between 
the waterfront plaza, the new town center, the existing baseball fi elds, and the historic 
district.  Furthermore, the boulevard taps into the park and trail systems along the canal 
enabling bikers to make a continuous loop through the new development and back to the 
historic district.  Lined with larger single-family homes, the boulevard also introduces a 
level of street hierarchy.
Block Structure
The new local street network and block structure refl ect the scale and density 
of the historic district with careful attention to the topography of the site.  Density is 
generally focused around the public spaces and along primary streets with lower density 
development at the perimeter of the site.  A clear edge to the town is defi ned by the form 
of the topography and natural vegetation.  The new town development is nestled in the 
bowl of a horseshoe and constrained by mature woodlands at the perimeter.
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Fig. 49:  Topography / Proposed Street Network
Fig. 48:  Proposed Masterplan
Fig. 50:  Preserved Woodlands
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Fig. 53:  Public Space / Neighborhoods
Fig. 51:  Proposed Movement Systems Fig. 52:  Proposed Land Use
Fig. 54:  Project Phasing
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Fig. 55:  New Town Center
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Fig. 56:  New Town Center
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Fig. 57:  Waterfront Development
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Fig. 58:  Waterfront Development
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Fig. 60:  Waterfront park at eastern terminus of boulevard
Fig. 59:  Boulevard
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Fig. 62:  Duplex houses
Fig. 61:  Single-family detached homes
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Fig. 64:  Waterfront commercial development
Fig. 63:  Attached rowhomes
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Fig. 66:  Town Center commercial development
Fig. 65:  Live / Work Units
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
The small traditional towns of the Eastern Shore face signifi cant challenges 
over the next several decades; yet, with thoughtful planning, deliberate collaboration, 
and active community involvement, signifi cant population growth marks an exciting 
opportunity for the communities of the Eastern Shore.  This project offers an exploration 
of just one of many potentialities for the town of Chesapeake City.  By recognizing and 
reaffi rming Chesapeake City’s position in the larger regional context, this project asserts 
the value of the place. 
Like the other towns along the Scenic Byway, Chesapeake City represents an 
important part of Maryland’s architectural and cultural heritage.  As these towns face an 
uncertain future, it is incumbent upon the architectural community to provide solutions 
which protect these pieces of heritage.
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